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SCOOP HAPPY HOUR

wine

DESIGN

BY TUCKING DESIGN TALK AND
BUSINESS ADVICE IN A SOCIAL MEDIA
HAPPY HOUR, TWO FACEBOOK LIVE
HOSTS TAKE THE GUILT OUT OF
CRACKING THE BOTTLE BEFORE FIVE.

WEEKEN D W I N E D OW N
HOST NANCY GANZEKAUFER, Business Coaching
TIME FRIDAYS, 4:30 PM

profitability. “I talk to interior designers and creative business owners
about what is working and not working in their businesses,” she says.
A Chardonnay lover, Nancy’s go-to
moderately-priced wine is Kendall
Jackson Grand Reserve. When she’s
feeling fancier, it’s Roanoke VIneyards or Simi Chardonnay Russian
River.
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HOST SANDRA FUNK, Interior Designer
TIME WEDNESDAY, 4:00 PM
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D ES IG N SIP S

Her team was urging, “Video is
where it’s at,” and designer
SANDRA FUNK kept yes-ing them
like she yeses her kids. Then they
told her, “Every Wednesday at 4
we’re going to open a bottle of wine
and discuss design.” To which she
responded, “I’ll show up for that!”
Design Sips launched Summer of
‘17 with a focus on design tips and
community engagement. Episodes
go live from House of Funk offices
and sometimes in the field.

Invented to enhance
the drinking
experience outdoors
and in, Vinglacé’s
double-walled
stainless steel
vacuum-insulated
carriers keep wine
chilled for hours.
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When NANCY GANZEKAUFER went
LIVE for the first time late last year,
her son was the audience. Today her
end-of-week chats attract over 1500
viewers. Her show’s tagline is “conversations that focus on a greater
vision for you and your business”
and Nancy is intent on creating
value. With an interactive call-in format, Nancy routinely fields questions
on business growth, visibility, and

CHILL

T IDEA

These practical portables
(the Pink is a limited edition)
are priced from $90; a simple
monogram is a $20 upcharge.
5% of all sales go to breast
cancer research.
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On camera, Sandra reaches for a
glass of Chardonnay or rosé. Off,
its a well-rounded red blend. As
she puts it, “If you want free design
advice hit me up on Design Sips. I’m
your captive, albeit drinking, designer every hump day.”
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